
WRITING A COUNTER ARGUMENT IN A PERSUASIVE ESSAY

How to write a persuasive essay easily, with the best persuasive essay examples together with counter arguments to
get the highest marks!.

Schools unable to measure up to the standards of successful schools would fail and possibly close. What I
liked about this refutation: The writer calmly and clearly outlines the true concerns and reasons why people
oppose the opinion. The boy uses the counterargument that she has been around some dogs without any
problems. It's clear that the level of arguments and topics have become a lot harder at high school level. It
allows you to anticipate doubts and pre-empt objections that a skeptical reader might have; it presents you as
the kind of person who weighs alternatives before arguing for one, who confronts difficulties instead of
sweeping them under the rug, who is more interested in discovering the truth than winning a point. A thesis is
proposed, and then evidence is offered suggesting the thesis is true. A counter-argument should be expressed
thoroughly, fairly and objectively. Allowing excess illegal immigrants in would have plenty of problems with
immigration law and is not fair for other countless thousands of immigrants that have unsuccessfully applied
even though they went through the suggested legal process. So you want to speak their language. He helps the
reader feel like the opposing views might SEEM good on the surface, but they are indeed not good enough.
Awareness of this disagreement, however you use it in your essay, will force you to sharpen your own
thinking as you compose. Top What makes a good counter-argument? Using a counterargument is an effect
method to test content ideas when writing, revising and editing the essay. Actually, no. Then we move onto
the body and the related counter arguments. Using counterarguments will sharpen your own thinking as you
write the turn against. Then you would rebut, or answer, the counter-argument as a way to strengthen your
own position. The parents remind the child his sister is allergic to dogs. An example of a high school level
persuasive essay could look like: Thesis statement: Euthanasia should be allowed Argument : Ending a love
one's life in order to ease their pain should be allowed if the patient had consented. When using a
counterargument, common sense prevails. Ask yourself if the person who actually holds this position would
accept your way of stating it. Then you are faced with a choice: Do you abandon your thesis and adopt the
counter-argument as your position? Schools would then have to compete for students by offering higher
academic results and greater safety. He helps the reader see this with hints like "One of the biggest dangers of
school choice is As you can see, providing a counter argument to your own argument can further help
persuade the marker into your goal because they will understand that you have also thought and solved many
of the possible problems that could arise from your suggested solutions. Related Links:. In that case, look for
ones that are popular, even if they are flawed. Source How to Write a Persuasive Essay Before getting into
persuasive essay examples together with their counter arguments, we must understand what exactly is a
persuasive essay and it's goal; that is, your reason for writing the essay in the first place.


